SAMSONITE A

Samsonite A
Easy-installation, foldable seating for any outdoor occasion

Material:

seat and backrest: PP-HD with drainage holes
for open-air use
frames: electrically welded steel piping
legs: PE

Dimensions
(l x w x h):

0.45 x 0.45 x 0.45 m (18 x 18 x 18 in)
seat height: 0.45 m (18 in)
seat depth: 0.45 m (18 in)
seat width: 0.45 m (18 in)
(incl. comfort connector 0.50 m / 20 in)
seat folded: 0.98 x 0.45 m (39 x 18 in)

Weight:

approx. 2.50 kg (5.5 lbs) per chair

Accessories: block signs, seat and row labels, chair clips,
floor bars
Transport:

160 chairs per (euro) pallet (double stacked)
240 chairs per (euro) pallet (triple stacked)
5,200 chairs per standard trailer

Applications

Optional Extras

The Samsonite A chair has been extensively field

eps also offers delivery, set-up, and collection. We

tested for major events. The weatherproof-steel and

can provide tailormade cushions, and custom water-

high-density plastic construction make it particularly

proof seat numbers and block signs. We can also

well-suited for outdoor use.

provide CAD-based site plans to help you make the
most of the available space while meeting safety

Features
Samsonite A chairs come come with standard PVC
chair connectors. Alternatively, we can supply
comfort connectors, which increase the space
between chairs by 4.50 cm (2 in approx.). Thanks to
their space-saving foldable design, 5,200 chairs can
be delivered on a single semi-trailer.

www.eps.net

regulations.
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01 With the help of chair clips, Samsonite A
chairs can be connected to form stable rows |
02 Setting up the chairs individually allows for
a multitude of arrangements providing separate
seating zones | 03 The weather-resistant steel-plastic
construction and special rain drainage holes make this
model particularly suitable for open-air use | 04 The
Samsonite A combines functionality with excellent
seating comfort
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WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

